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Abstract
Realistic CGI humans have been the “holy grail” of character artists since the inception of three dimensional
(3D) modelling. While 3D characters have become extremely convincing in still imagery, the same cannot be
said of animation where realism remains far more elusive. The problem lies in the subtleties in the movement of
skin over bone, muscles tensing and relaxing and skin in general stretching, wrinkling and deforming. While
some high demand solutions have been found in the film industry, technology limitation does not yet allow these
methods to be implemented into games. This research examined how through the use of animated normal
maps a low demand solution can be implemented in both film and games animation.
While modelling, texturing and rendering have shown great leaps towards realism, poor facial animation often
lets down 3D characters. Films such as Beowulf (2007) are generally criticised as lacking in soul. While
individual still frames can be highly realistic, it is in animated sequences where the characters are exposed as
unconvincing. A notable exception is the character in The Curious Case of Benjamin Button (2008).
The hypothesis of the paper asserts that the realism achieved in films like The Curious Case of Benjamin
Button, through advanced and costly methods employed to capture the subtleties of facial movement, can be
approximated by a system of animated texture channels with particular focus on normal maps. This realism can
be achieved by procedurally merging animated details and shifting between predefined states that correspond
to basic facial expressions, while retaining high detail dermal characteristics and anomalies such as wrinkles,
pores, lines, spots and freckles.
This chapter shows how the methods currently employed to combine normal maps within 3D software and 3D
games engines are inaccurate or produce undesirable results. This research examines a range of methods
currently available and explains the reasons they fail. The chapter concludes with an original solution for
combining a theoretically unlimited number of normal maps both accurately and without losing detail or aesthetic
value.
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1: Combining Normal Maps: definition and solution
It is necessary to outline precisely what is meant by “combining normal maps” before the various
methods can be evaluated properly. There are several possible desired outcomes of a procedure to
combine normal maps that are equally valid yet produce aesthetically different results.
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To demonstrate and clarify the aim and to better evaluate methods to combine normal maps, a simple
test map can be created. In this example the objective is to combine a surface with a protruding
embossed cross shape (Figure 1) with a base surface with a concave circular indentation (Figure 2).
Specifically, the objective is for the embossed cross, or addition, to follow the topology of the base’s
indentation as shown in Figure 3 and not for the cross to be unaffected as shown in Figure 4. The
Figure 4 outcome may be useful in some circumstances and could be achieved using a masked
compositing method; however, it is not useful in the context of this project. In order to compare test
results to the desired outcome a normal map was baked out of an accurate 3D model as described
above and shown in Figure 3. as well as the normal maps of the cross and base as individual
components.

Figure 1: 3D model from which the additional map “embossed cross” is derived

Figure 2: 3D model from which the base map “concave indentation” is derived
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Figure 3: 3D model from which the comparable test map is derived

Figure 4: 3D model showing undesired outcome

2: Combining in Photoshop
In his book Maya Studio Projects: Game Environments and Props, Michael McKinley dedicated a
chapter to combining normal details in Photoshop. 1 Similarly, Andrew Gahan in Game Art Complete
describes the process of normal map combining only in terms of an operation in Photoshop. 2
McKinley and Gahan are actually using different methods and are performing different operations in
terms of vector maths and these methods are both correct.
McKinley’s method uses various Photoshop filters and functions to separate the colour values above
and below 128 in the red and green channels and add and subtract them respectively from the base
layer. The blue channel is simply subtracted. Gahan’s method uses the Photoshop overlay filter to
similar effect. 1,2
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Figure 5: rendering of McKinley’s method compared to intended normal output

Figure 6: rendering of the Gahan’s method compared to intended normal output

McKinley’s method, which he calls “mixing”, is identical to the commonly referenced tutorial by Rod
Green, in which he describes the operation as “adding” two normal maps but specifically not to
“average, subtract or multiply” them. No naming convention is established for this operation
mathematically; however, the term “add” is reserved for Gahan’s method. For the purposes of this
research the convention of adding normals will refer to Gahan’s method and compounding normals
will refer to McKinley and Green’s method. Additionally it should be noted that both these methods
are performed in tangent space and will not work correctly in any other orthonormal basis. 3
Both these authors describe combining normals solely in terms of combining them in Photoshop,
without any consideration of doing so in Maya. 4 Such a technique would save time, open up other
possibilities for innovative shading systems and is vital to the normal mapping aspect of this research.
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A Maya solution similar to Gahan’s by Jamie Telford can be found in the Tech-Artists.org forums
using the layeredTexture node in a similar fashion. However, as shown in Figure 7, on implementation
the system fails. It seems that the two textures’ RGB values fail to propagate through the
layeredTexture’s outAlpha output. The resulting render is identical to what would be produced if the
node is set to interpret the data as a bump map rather than a normal map, suggesting that only the
luminance value is being read. 5

Figure 7: rendering of the layered texture method compared to intended normal output

Figure 8: Hypergraph of the layered texture method

3: Normal Camera “Daisy Chaining” Method
The method described as “daisy chaining” involved linking the output of one bump 2D node into the
hidden normalCamera input of a second bump2D node. In theory this should result in the camera
space normals of the first being combined with that of the second. This method is advocated by
numerous sources including Eat3D, Digital Tutors and the book Stop Staring (2003) by Jason Osipa
for combining multiple bump maps for the control of expression details and, additionally, in order to
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combine a normal map with a bump map. However, all attempts to combine multiple normal maps in
this fashion fail. It seems the lowest ranking bump2D child node set to use tangent space normals in
the shading graph is the only normal map to be rendered and all other normal maps are ignored,
though the bump maps continue to combine correctly. 6

Figure 9: rendering of “daisy chaining” method compared to intended normal output

Figure 10: Hypergraph of “daisy chaining” method

4: “Averaging” Method
A method proposed in a tutorial by Matthew Tan and another by Ashraf Aiad uses the
plusMinusAverage node and averages the output of the bump2D nodes. The averaging function
quickly and simply adds the vectors and renormalises as would typically be done when combining
vectors. This method is given by the following equation (over-page): 7
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(whereby omega is the average vector, n is the number of vectors, and v is the ith.)

Figure 11: rendering of “averaging” method compared to intended normal output

Figure 12: hypergraph of “averaging” method

The output shown in Figure 11 is not ideal as the new vectors are averaged mostly with the default
unperturbed normal vectors, thereby resulting in a muted, less intense result. This problem would be
compounded further should additional normal maps be added, as every subsequent map would, for
the most part, bias any detail in favour of being unperturbed.
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Furthermore this method assumes that all normals are of unit length and any inaccuracies will
accumulate and produce an incorrect divisor. Though this would be unlikely to affect combinations of
a small number of maps, it would potentially affect large scale implementations.

5: Adding Normals
Several tutorials on combining normals in UDK simply add the maps together. 1,8,9 This method works
to some extent in UDK as textures imported with normal map setting is stored as the full -1 to +1
range and adding them is the first step in adding vectors. However, this alone produced unnormalised results. Rather than normalising, both sources simply cancel out or mask the blue
channel of the addition map in order to avoid the result shown in Figure 13:

Figure 13: un-normalised Added Normal Vectors

This technique is introduced to solve the problem of the vectors being double unit length. While all
three co-ordinates are actually incorrect, the Z (or blue value) is the only one that is overtly wrong. As
the vectors in a normal map are predominantly unperturbed, the Z value is typically 1 and the others
typically are not. A value of, or close to, double unit length does not render correctly at all so is
avoided by simply using only the base Z value. This is mathematically completely wrong and
aesthetically not ideal, requiring adjustment of colours to achieve a more desirable output rather than
an unmodified map calculated in a 3D package.
The correct implementation of this method would simply add the two maps and re-normalise. This
would produce accurate data but now would effectively amount to averaging as discussed in section
1.3, with no difference in output.

6: Proposed Solution
While combining normal maps in Photoshop is not useful in the context of an in-engine solution, the
methods outlined to do so are valid in terms of approach. The overlay filter method advocated by
Gahan will work in accurately calculating the X and Y vector co-ordinates but will fail to calculate Z in
a useful way. This is because the overlay filter adds values higher than 128 and correctly rendered
normals would rarely ever contain anything lower. In most cases the values for both maps would be
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255. The additional 128 values added to the base 255 would then be normalised resulting, in all but
the most extreme cases, a vector Z value of 1. In other words Gahan’s method would result in the
loss of depth data and significantly reduce the accuracy and aesthetic quality of the output.
McKinley’s and Greens’ approach, however, accounts for this and ensures the Z value is retained.
Again it should be noted that both these methods are mathematically valid despite the latter method
producing far more desirable results. 1,10
The problem in the averaging method derives from the inherent nature of surface normals typically as
being unperturbed, perpendicular to the surface. McKinley and Greens’ Photoshop method works
over averaging, as rather than finding the middle ground between two or more vectors they determine
the difference between the vector and an unperturbed normal for each map. These differences are
then added or “compounded” together in succession as shown in Figure 14: 1,10

Figure 14: representation of normal vectors being “compounded”

Figure 14 shows the normal (n1) at a point on an additional (a) normal map combined with a normal
(n2) at the same texture co-ordinate on a base (b) normal map to produce the normal (n3) and
through the same method, the combined normal map (c).
This has the advantage of retaining surface details and re-orienting them to conform to alterations in
the surface’s normal map derived topology. For example, if the indentation represented in Figure 14
was a wrinkle and the skin itself was slanted in the base normal map, the correct combination would
be for the wrinkle to be repositioned with its shape remaining intact. This is exactly what is achieved
by this method.
The implementation of this solution in games and rendering engines can be straightforward in some
cases, and will require modification in others. The solution can be implemented without additional
modification in the Unreal engine and most other real-time engines as, unlike Maya shaders, real-time
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shaders typically accept tangent space normals directly and convert them to whatever orthonormal
basis is needed internally.
Due to the configuration and design limitations of the bump2D node, this solution requires adaptation
in order to work within Maya. In order to understand these changes the vector mathematics must be
examined.

7: Combining Encoded Normals and Combining Normal Vectors
The tangent space normals contained within a normal map are not true normal vectors but are
“encoded” vectors. True vector values range from –1 to 1 but in normal map images this range is
expressed in the range 0 to 255. In order to perform vector functions on this data it is therefore
necessary to decode the data. If the method is attempted using encoded normals it creates
mathematical “dead” regions on the negative axis resulting in a potential loss of 7/8ths of the data.
Once decoded the compounding normals method can be broken down into several operations shown
in Figure 15. Firstly the difference between an unperturbed and the additional map vector must be
found. In vector maths this is achieved through a vector subtraction, in this case U (unperturbed
normal) minus A (additional layer) to produce the intermediate result I. The difference between I and
B (base layer) is then determined to produce the desired normal vector.

Figure 15: vector calculations

Therefore the operation can be performed simply in two vector subtractions as shown in equation 2
and 3 where I is an intermediate result, and omega is the desired result:

EQUATION 2
EQUATION 3
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These can be combined to give:

Further additional maps can be added indefinitely as shown below:

The compounding normals method performed in Photoshop is limited to operation in encoded,
positive values due to the constraints of the software. This is not the case in Maya and the Unreal
engine, which can both use negative values making it possible to implement the much simpler two
subtractions technique in both engines. The compounding normals method performed in Photoshop
is limited to operation in encoded, positive values due to the constraints of the software. This is not
the case in Maya and the Unreal engine, which can both use negative values making it possible to
implement the much simpler two subtractions technique in both engines. Figure 16 shows a render of
this system, which appears to be calculating the normals correctly. However on further investigation
the normals cease to render correctly when the surface is rotated as shown in Figure 17:

Figure 16: render showing correctly calculated normals

Figure 17: render of rotated surfaces showing incorrectly calculated normals
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This is due to a further difficulty posed in Maya. This is the result of the operation being performed in
camera space where U becomes subjective. When the Y axis of camera space happens to
approximately align with the tangent space Y axis at a given point of surface being rendered, the
normals will appear roughly correct in that instance. Change the surface orientation radically and the
system completely breaks down. Therefore it is necessary to determine the value of U in camera
space at each point being rendered. This can be achieved by plugging a normal map entirely
composed of unperturbed normals (i.e all pixels having a value of 128, 128, 255) into a bump2D node
and using the outNormal output as U as shown in Figure 20:

Figure 18: render of proposed solution showing correctly calculated normals

Figure 19: render of proposed solution rotated 90 degrees again showing correctly calculated normals
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Figure 20: hypergraph configuration of proposed solution in Maya

This technique is not necessary in the Unreal Engine as the operation is performed in tangent space
with unencoded normals and so a Constant3Vector with the values of 0, 0, 1 can be used as shown in
Figure 21:

Figure 21: hypergraph configuration of proposed solution in UDK

8: Conclusion
The technique outlined in this paper can be used to improve the realism of a character in realtime and
non-realtime engines through an accurate, low demand and extendable procedure. Using this
technique to gradually blend a normal map with additional information, an artist can create the illusion
of intricate changes in detail. In characters this could be implemented as shifting facial expressions
such as a wrinkling forehead, flexing musculature and clothing that stretches and creases. Alternative
techniques outlined by 3D artists and games developers to combine normal maps either lose detail or
are outright incorrect. When implemented this solution incurs little reduction in performance even
when heavily extended to include many additional maps. Therefore these findings could improve 3D
shading pipelines for animation and games both technically and aesthetically.
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